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Confirmation tasks*, surveys, and taped interviews showed

ICI's strategies to be better than conventional training methods,

particularly for the inexperienced crew chiefs and the

maintenance instructors. Supervisors rated the ICI-taught crew

chiefs higher in willingness and ability than the control group

crew chiefs. Further, the confirmation tasks showed these crew

chiefs' results, procedures, and attitudes to be better than

those taught by the conventional methods. Finally, the

in3tructors became more conEident of themselves and their

students, they felt better about their jobs, and they felt they

produced better graduates than the instructors who had not

received ICI training.

We recommend ATC examine ICI's strategies for possible

applications; e.g., instructor training programs, FTDs, tech

training centers, etc. Further, we recommend that the other

MAJCOMs, SOAs, or other agencies review ICI's program for

possible use in their own training programs.

hese tasks are called 
confirmation tasks 

bcuete eur

the crew chief to integrate what he/she 
has learned and apply it

to a specified level 
of performance.

i ,



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study was conducted by the Air Force Logistics

Management Center (AFLMC) for Headquarters Tactical Air Command

(TAC), Director of Maintenance Training and Management. The

purpose of the study was to determine if the use of training/

learning strategies developed and copyrighted by the Institute

for C' rriculum and Instruction (ICI) could significantly improve

crew chief performance in TAC. The primary objective of this

effort was for ICI to demonstrate the ability of these strategies

to better prepare Air Force mechanics to perform their jobs under

changing conditiois. The study was limited to the training of

crew chiefs in the TAC Fighter Chief (FC) and Dedicated Crew

Chief (DCC) courses in Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Training

(CAMT) at Moody AFB, GA and Homestead AFB, FL.

!wo maintenance instructors from Moody and three from

Homestead were trained in the use of the ICI strategies during

January and February 1981. In May 1981, these instructors began

teaching their FC and DCC courses using ICI strategies. Students

in these courses were tracked to their flightline assignments,

and their performance on the flightline, along with the

performance of their assigned aircraft, evaluated against a

control group at each base to determine if the ICI approach

actually improved Air Force maintenance training.

A total of 35 ICI students was evaluated against

conventionally trained crew chiefs over a ten month period of

timne. Both objective and subjective measures of performance were

? ii i



used during the evaluation phase. The formec were in the form of

AFR 65-110 aircraft status cates, repeat/recurring discrepancies,

delayed discrepancies, quality assurance evaluations and

confirmation tasks (CT). The latter were in the form of written

survey questionnaires; student and instructor course critiques;

quality assurance evaluator comments on evaluation forms; and

subjective, spontaneous taped interviews with students,

instructors, and flightline supervisory personnel.

Both organizational and environmental factors were identified

during the project which may have influenced the results of the

first category of data. The time to conduct the evaluation,

funding availability, changes in leadership positions, and

non-availability of some of the data forms were examples. Some

of the data in the first category (e.g., CTs) did, however, show

some quantitative evidence that ICI could provide better

training. Evaluation of the subjective data (e.g., surveys,

critiques, and interviews) more clearly showed the advantages of

using the training/learning strategies over conventional

instructional methods.

Several conclusions were drawn from the pilot demonstration.

First, to evaluate the effectiveness of training, environmental

changes must be considered. We found, specifically with the

experienced mechanics, that training may have no effect on

individual performance particularly if the individual knows

he/she will be returning to his/her pre-training environment.

The younger crew chiefs, on the other hand, reacted very

fdvorably to their training as did their supervi;ors. Second,

iv
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and tied closely to the previous comment, motivation and

attitudes will directly affect training results. The new

mechanics, for the most part, were both excited and apprehensive

about their initial flightline assignment and, therefore, more

eager to learn. The experienced crew chiefs, however, believed

that, regardless of any classroom training they received, things

would not change in the "real world" of the flightline. This

belief definitely affected interest levels of the training and,

perhaps, post-training performance. Third, curriculum design

will affect both trainee motivation and receptiveness. The ICI

curriculum for the experienced crew chiefs was oriented to

teaching basics and did not adequately compensate for attitudinal

or experience variations of the students. The inexperienced crew

chiefs, on the other hand, clearly benefitted. Fourth,

ICI-trained instructors were more confident of themselves and

their students, they felt better about their jobs, and they

produced better graduates, specifically inexperienced FCs, than

the other instructors who had not received ICI training.

We believe ATC should examine ICI's strategies for possible

applications, e.g., instructor training courses, FTDs, tech

training centers, etc. Further, we recommend that the other

MAJCOIs, SOAs or other Air Force agencies review ICI's program

for possible use in their own training programs.
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CHAPTER 1

THE PROBLEM

Section A. BACKGROUND

1-i in January 1980, HQ TAC/DOOS (Training Devices Division,

Fighter and Reconnaissance Operations) sponsored a briefing and

demons-ration by ICI of their copyrighted training and learning

strategies. Mr. Lyle Ehrenberg, Director of ICI, presented an

explana-ion of the mental processes involved in learning and

several exercises using the strategies in various training/

learning situations. The HQ TAC/LGQ (Directorate of Maintenance

Training and Management) representative expressed some concerns

relating to aircraft maintenance training. Chief among these

concerns was the fact that low retention of experienced aircraft

mechanics, especially crew chiefs, has forced the assignment of

relatively inexperienced people to crew chief positions. These

people have generally received only initial task training and

reduced emphasis on systems and support concepts. After the

briefing, ICI submitted an unsolicited proposal to HQ TAC/[LGQ to

train TAC crew chief instructors to use the ICI copyrighted

trainin3/learning strategies. As a part of the Air Force-wide

training meetings being conducted by the AFLMC, the proposal was

off-red to the AFLMC for study under the Maintenance Training

tmprovem ent Program (MTIP). Since the pilot demonstration fit so

well into MTIP, and because of the potential improvements to

m-intenance training, the AFLMC accepted the proposal and



volunteered to manage2 the project. A Statement of Work was

prepared, submitted and approved, and the contracto's proposal

and project plan were accepted on 1-7 September 1930. A contract

w: s subsequently awarded to ICI on 22 September 1980.

Section B. PROBLEM STATEMENT

1-2 increastno numbers of relatively inexperienced people are

being -assigned to crew chief positions. These people have

generally received only initial task training and reduced

emphasis on system and support concepts. As a result, the level

uf performance of these crew chiefs has been a concern of

maintenance managers at all levels.

1-3 The purpose of the project, then, was to determine if the

use of the ICT training/learning strategies could significantly

i-prove crew chief performance in TAC. Specifically, ICI was to

demonstrate the ability of these strategies to better prepare Air

Force mechanics to perform their jobs.

2
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CHAPTER 2

1) EVE LOPM ENT

Section A. APPROACH

2-1 As mentioned in Chapter 1, ICI proposed to dem-onstrate their

copyrighted training/learning strategies would significantly

improve the quality of performance of airmen trained to be crew

chiefs. Two Tactical Fighter Wings (TFW) were selected for the

pilot demonstration: the 31TFW at Homestead AFB, FL and the

347TFW at Moody AFB, GA. The demonstration consisted of three

phases. The first, instructor training, was conducted aL

Homestead AFB. The second, training of the crew chiefs, was

conducted at both bases. The final phase, evaluation, was also

ct- -'ted at both bases and will be discussed in the next

.apteor.

2-2 IC1 training for the TAC maintenance instructors was

conciucted from 12 January 1981 through 27 February 1981 in three

five-d1zv sessions. Five maintenance instructors (MIs) received

the~ tr:. ning; three from Hoestead AFB and two from Moody AFB.

FolLow;i9 their training, these instructors began developing the

course curricula and lesson plans on 2 Plarch 1931 and completed

thnm on 8 May 1981.

2-j Crew chief traininj began in mid-May and was complete] in

Au,-ust. No comparable advanced training was available for

th,/ i.<cetienced crew chiefs in control aircraft maintenance units

3



ho :;uae instructor sur vey. The. quashtion uskd kife instructor to

i c 'atoe how confident -,e/oh was in thair tyeic l trainn's

wil ingness (W) and ability (A) to perform tieir crew chic

respo.sib .til ,s. Zero indicated no confidence and th-e

ndicated a groat deal of confidence. The data showed the IC-

ta::ht crew chiefs to be more able to perform their tasks bit not

oS wi'iij as the conventionally taught crew chieEs. Curriculum

desi.-, personal instruc,or knowledge of the student, and

c.-,nidence of the instructor in the student's experience may have

occoun-ed for the differences.

; ,-{4{-)./ t~~~ , iR CF [ UR_. _

2n

Figure 4-6

7incty, Figure 4-7 displays the comparison of ICi-taught

,: c :o.,ntionvlly taught fighter chiefs using the confirmation

tn5;kn shown in Appendix E. R equates to results, P to

pc, c{njurs, and A to attitudes with all three categjories rated

h igh:or for the ICI-taught inexperienced fighter chief. Once

ni n, curr iculum design, motivation, and the instructor's ICI-

nhanced teaching abilities must be considered. Te same rating

dofinitions used for Figure 4-4 apply. The ovreoll results of

1 I-



tht a desired characteritic in tho perfor:ance oC a task is no,

or+,cnt,+ and a four indicates it is present and is of high

;: ity (excellent).

4-6 Our final conclusion is that the ICI-trained instructors

were more confident of themselves and their students, felt better

about their jobs and felt they produced better graduates than the

other instructors who had not received ICI training. Figures

4-5, 4-6, and 4-7 support this conclusion.

a. Figure 4-5 illustrates the results of question number one

of the general Instructor Survey. The question asked the

instructor to rate his/her training program relative to other

training programs he/she participated in. Ratings were assigned

to crite:ia describing the training program to be much less (zero

rating) or much more (five rating) organized, relevant, etc. than

previous training. The ICI training was rated higher.

Sj 7 Li jTiUfL)- "1 - -, J
J,

T N ,I , IC

Figure 4-5

b. Figure 4-6 shows the results of question number three of

16



ho.; it affected interest levels, receptivedss, rnd rotivation of

tlie trainees toward their training, and th eir piost- tra i ning

pe rrformance. The ICI curriculum for the experiencem,1 ,,echcinics

was oriented toward the teaching of basics and did not adequaey

take into account their attitudinal or experience variatiuns.

For the most part, they indicated that the material was redundant

and simplistic and lacked in leadership/personnel management and

comm.unicative skills training. The new personnel, on the other

hand, rated their training higher, and felt they were benefitting

more from the course material. Figure 4-4 portrays the results

ot the confirmation tasks and compares the fighter

(inexperienced) crew chiefs to the dedicated (experienced) crew

chiefs based on their results (R), procedures (P), and attitudes

(A). The results showed the fighter chiefs to have better

re 7ults and attitudes than the dedicated chiefs. Procedures for

the dedicated chiefs were, however, slightly better possibly due

to thei: longer flightline experience. A zero rating indicates

71 -;! T jC "7

I-I

U I I
[ I
! I 1 -

7

F FH Tr E- -{ -..

Figure 4-4
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mrar confiri-rnt. The secon~d comnparison prov<-,d to h" statistica::lly

sijnificant at the 90 percent level of con Iiderice.

LI

G ] 2.32} 112
2 t ------ '-~2 1 _ _ _ _

ITNON IC I ICI NON -ICI

Figure 4-2

c. Finally, Figure 4-3 shows that the supervisors of the

ICI-trained crew chiefs felt their crew chiefs to be more willing

(W) and able (A) to perform their responsibilities. Results were

taken from question number one of the qeneral survey

questionnair . Zero indicates no confidence and three a great

deal of confidence.

ISUR

C-

Figure 4-3

4-5 our third conclusion deals with the actual curriculum and

14



confident than the non-.CI trained students. Further,

supervisors of ICI-trained crew chiefs rated their willingness

and ability to perform their assigned tasks higher than the

control group supervisors rated their crew chiefs. The same was

true for the instructors.

a. Figure 4-I displays the results of question number one of

the Crew Chief Survey. The question asked the crew chief to rate

his/her training based on the occurrence (or non-occurrence) of

several events; zero indicating the event did not occur up to

four indicating the event always occurred. As shown, the ICI

training was rated higher.

CR-W CHIEF 'SRJEY

U

T2 71
C.6 G . 7

2 iCI NON -ICI

Figure 4-1

b. Figure 4-2 portrays the crew chiefs' responses to

uestion number two (same survey) which asked the crew chief to

indicate how confident he/she felt in performing a series oL crew

chief responsibilities. A rating of zero indicated "I can't do

it," and a rating of three indicated "Sure I can do it well."

The results show the ICI-trained crew chiefs (total test group)

to be slightly more confident and the ICI-trained FCs to he far

13
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4-3 The first conclusion mie from our observations, is b.sed

LMonf changes in environmental conditions. The more experienced

dt Iicated crew chiefs who were taken off the flightline, put into

the classroom for CAMT, and returned to the flightLine di-, played

no changes in performance. We felt this was due to several

factors including pre-set attitudes, varying levels of

experience, and the "artificiality" of the classroom vs the "real

world" fcts of the flightline. Several of these mechanics felt

the training to be of no value, as indicated by their comments on

written surveys and during taped interviews. The inexperienced

personnel, on the other hand, reacted favorably to the training,

most of them getting their first hands-on experience with the

aircraft they soon would be working with regularly. Their

supervisors also reacted favorably, stating they were observing a

much more willing and confident individual than those trained

using conventional methods. This leads to our second conclusion

concerning motivation and attitudes and how they directly affect

training results.

4-4 The inexperienced personnel, for the most part, were both

excite] and apprehensive about their initial flightline

assignment, and, therefore, more eager to learn. The experienced

crew chiefs, however, believed that, regardless of any classroom

training they received, things would not really be any different

once they returned to the flightline. Surveys given to the crew

chiefs, both the inexperienced and experienced, give this and the

preceding conclusion some validity. ICI-trained crew chiefs

gunerally rated their training program higher and felt more

12



C HPTE 4

CONCLOS ION;S

4-1 Four general conclusions can be drawn from Uial.uation of the

data. Before discussing them, some preliLminary statements must

be made.

a. Quantitatively evaluating training effectivness or

effects of changes in training methods is, at best, difficult,

and has been the subject of educational interest for years.

b. The quantitative data collected was not conclusive; i.e.,

it did not indicate that ICI's training/learning strategies would

greatly improve crew chief performance. Examples may be found in

Appendices F, G, or H. We attribute this primarily to the

factors bearing on the evaluation cited in Chapter 3.

c. Qualitative (or subjective) data then remains as the

means of evaluating, or interpreting, the effectiveness of any

training program, and it is this information upon which our

conclusions are primarily based.

4-2 The following conclusions were drawn from results obtained

after evaluation of the confirmation tasks, reaction surveys, and

taped interviews. Simple averaging techniques were used on th2

rating-scale questions of the first two categories. Where

0 possible, graphs will be included to portray comparisons between

the groups' responses to these questions. A more detailed

analysis of both the surveys and confirmation tasks (with copies

of each) is contained in Appendices D and E respectively.

11
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measuring results from changes in the maintenance training

program. Data was collected, therefore, to determine the

correlation of these indicators with induced changes in the crew

chief training program.

0i



(4) Number of delayed discrepancies relating to crew

chief controllable actions.

(5) Maintenance non-delivery/maintenance late take offs

due to crew chieL controllable factors.

c. Other factors listed below were also gathered and

evaluated in reaching our conclusions and recommendations

concerning the effectiveness of ICI's strategies:

(1) Quality assurance evaluation results of crew chiefs

performing maintenance tasks.

(2) Supervisors' evaluations of crew chief performance,

both written and oral (interviews).

(3) Reaction surveys, both written and oral, with the

crew chiefs, the CAMT instructors, and others who were involved

with the project.

(4) Observations of crew chiefs performing maintenance.

(5) Performance of crew chiefs on Career Development

Course (CDC) exams, Promotion Fitness Exams (PFE), and Skill

Knowledge Tests (SKTs).

3-4 The intent of the methodology and selection of data that was

collected was twofold. First, the authors wanted to gather and

evaluate every possible form of data that could indicate changes

in performance of the ICI taught crew chiefs. Second, there are

currently many conventional Air Force indicators being used to

assess aircraft maintenance performance and to evaluate personnel

performance. Some of these indicators could prove effective in

9
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(5) Schedule, perform and/or supervise, and then

document all fLightline repairs.

(6) Assist, monitor, and confirm periodic maintenance.

The confirmation tasks were designed for each of the

responsibilities listed in items (1) through (6) above, and

implemented through the combined efforts of the people who

participated in the ICI training program - the CAMT instructors,

representatives from TAC and AFLMC, and the staff of ICI.

Included in the confirmation tasks were particular criteria and

standards covering the responsibilities described above in items

(1) through (6). These standards were desired level of

performance and minimum acceptable level of performance.

b. Maintenance indicators - the following maintenance

indicators were tracked to determine the extent the ICI training

of crew chiefs may have had on:

(1) Flying/maintenance schedule effectiveness - the

number of scheduled sorties/maintenance actions vs the-number of

sorties flown/maintenance actions completed.

(2) Mission capable rate - the ratio of hours that an

aircraft is available to perform all or part of its designed

operational capability to the total hours in a month, expressed

as a percentage. The basis for this indicator is AFR 65-110,

Standard Aerospace Vehicle and Equipment Inventory, Status, and

Utilization Reporting Data.

(3) Repeat/recurring discrepancies by aircraft system

that were crew chief controllable.

8
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(1) The 306th AMU's perform.1nce, for whatever reasons,

had been (and was still) declining at the time the pilot

demonstration began. Pulling DCCs and FCs from the fEightlne

into the classroom for the test may have both aggravated the

situation and caused the initiation of some negative attitudes

toward the project.

(2) Emphasis on the criteria for selection of

participating crew chiefs varied significantly between the test

and control AMUs.

Section C. METHOD OF ACCOMPLISHMENT

3-3 The following factors were evaluated to determine the

effectiveness of the crew chief training program.

a. The crew chiefs were evaluated using confirmation tasks*

which were designed to verify their willingness and ability to

fulfill the following responsibilities in managing and directing

the maintenance on their aircraft:

(1) Inspect and prepare the aircraft for flight.

(2) Launch the aircraft and monitor until airborne.

(3) Recover the aircraft, gather information needed to

prepare for next flight of the day.

(4) Recover the aircraft after last flight of the day,

gather needed information.

* These tasks are called confirmation tasks because they require

41 the crew chief to integrate what he/she has learned and apply it
to a specified level of performance.

7



changes in project emphasis, knowledge and interest.

d. All of the data originally outlined in the Evaluation

Plan for .he AFLMC/TAC Demonstration of ICI Training/Learning

Strategies, April 1981, could not be obtained. For example, only

partial information could be obtained on individual test scores

on Career Development Courses, Promotion Fitness Exams, Specialty

Knowledge Tests, etc. In addition, only 69.4 percent of a

potential 245 confirmation tasks (CT) were completed.

e. The dynamic nature of the TAC mission, and some unplanned

extraordinary maintenance events prevented keeping both DCCs and

FCs paired and assigned to the same aircraft throughout the

entire evaluation period. As a result, the data collected was

not "pure" and may have affected both aircraft data and DCC/FC

attitudes and performance.

f. Two factors unique to Moody AFB may have affected the

evaluation results in addition to those cited above:

(1) Several unit deployments to Red Flag pulled both

control and test crew chiefs away from their home station. This

drastically reduced the number of personnel evaluations, in

particular CTs, available for analysis.

(2) Temporary duty of Quality Assurance inspectors

forced MIs to become evaluators of their own students subjecting

the data to bias.

g. Homestead AFB also had two factors that may have affected

the results:

6
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CHAPTER 3

EVALUATION

Section A. INTRODUCTION

3-1 As mentioned in Chapter 2, the pilot demonstration was

conducted at the 31TFW, Homestead AFB and the 347TFW, Moody AFB.

The test AMUs were the 68th at Moody AFB and the 306th at

Homestead AFB. The control AMUs were the 70th at Moody AFB and

the 307th at Homestead AFB. Thirty-five test and thirty-three

control crew chiefs were evaluated along with performance rates

and indicators of thirty-two aircraft.

Section B. FACTORS BEARING ON THE EVALUATION

3-2 Several factors affected the scope, extent, and results of

the evaluation phase. Some of these factors follow.

a. The time to conduct the evaluation phase was limited to

less than three months from the time the last ICI student

graduated to the beginning of the data assessment milestone of

the project.

b. Funding availability limited the size of the contract;

i.e., only five TAC CAMT MIs were trained in the use of the ICI

strategies.

c. Changes in leadership positions at both bases, from the

Deputy Commander for Maintenance, Maintenance Training and

Quality Assurance down to AMU Flight Chiefs, caused varying

5
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(AMU). Therefore, to obtain valid test dat:j, we .dL~2ided to

provide the ICI training to both experienced deolicAtoJ cr-24d

chiefs (DCCs) and inexperienced assistant, o- fi.jhter crew chiefs

(FCs) in the test AMUs. Currently available Phase I1I (FC-type)

training was given to both groups in the control AMUs. Results,

then, could be extrapolated to compare the conventionally trained

mechanics with the ICI-trained mechanics. Thirty-six test

personnel were originally identified; eight DCCs and eight FCs

from the 68th AMU at Moody AFB, and eight DCCs and twelve FCs

from the 306th AMU at Homestead AFB. Thirty-six control

personnel were also identified; eight DCCs and eight FCs from the

70th AMU at Moody AFB, and eight DCCs and twelve FCs from the

307th AMU at Homestead AFB.

Section B. RESULTS

2-4 Thirty-five personnel actually completed the ICI-taught

classes. All sixteen selected at Moody AFB completed the

training and nineteen of the original twenty at Homestead AFB

graduat d. After their graduation, all were assigned (or

reassigned) to their respective AMUs. Of the thirty-six control

personnel identified, three were not available for evaluation due

to re-assignment, discharge, or cross training. Evaluation of

the ICI-taught personnel began immediately after their graduation

and will be addressed in detail in the next chapter.

4
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- the confirmation tasks are included for comparison purposes;

differences, again, not statistically significant.

3.1
,. .,. '
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Figure 4-7

4-7 In summary, the objective, conventional indicators selected

for evaluation did not conclusively show that use of the

training/learning strategies developed and copyrighted by ICI

could improve dedicated crew chief performance in TAC. Nor did

the evaluation prove (or disprove) that these indicators used to

assess aircraft maintenance performance and to evaluate personnel

performance could effectively measure changes resulting from

maintenance training program modificaiton. If all the requested

data had been received, different conclusions may have been

reached. Subjectively, through surveys, taped interviews, and

the confirmation tasks, ICI's training/learning strategies

apparently produced crew chiefs, particularly inexperienced

fighter chiefs, who felt they were better trained. Simple

averaging of rating scale results on the surveys and confirmation

18



tasks slightly favored the ICI methods over conventional teaching

techniques. Group differences were not, in all cases,

statistically significant. Review of the narrative comments on

the surveys (see Appendix D) and CTs, however, clearly favor

ICI's strategies, from the students', supervisors', and

instructors' viewpoints. ICI's training/learning strategies were

found to be a fresh, innovative, and potentially'effective

approach to training. We see no reason why they could not be

applied to any Air Force Specialty Code and be successful given

the properly designed curriculum, availability of training

equipment, and supervisory emphasis.

.1

r .]
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VI

CHAPTER 5

RECOMMENDATIONS

5-i Based almost entirely on subjective information, we

recommend that Air Training Command serLously consider examining

the ICI training/learning strategies for application to some form

of training program; e.g., instructor courses, FTDs, tech

training centers, etc.

5-2 Further, we recommend that the other MAJCOMs, SOAs, or other

AF agencies review ICI's program for possible use in their own

* training programs.

20



ABBREVIATIONS

AF - Air Force

AFB - Air Force Base

AFLNIC - Air Force Logistics Management Center

AFR - Air Force Regulation

AFSC - Air Force Specialty Code

AGS -Aircraft Generation Squadron

AMU -Aircraft Maintenance Unit

ATC - Air Training Command

CAMT - Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Training

CMA - Completed Maintenance Action

CMI -Completed Maintenance Inspection

CSI - Completed Supervisory Inspection

CT - Confirmation Task

DCC - Dedicated Crew Chief

DSV - Detected Safety Violation

FC - Fighter Chief

FTD - Field Training Detachment

IAW - In Accordance With

ICI - Institute for Curriculum and Instruction

MAJCOM - Major Command

MI - Maintenance Instructor

* MTIP - Maintenance Training Improvement Program

OJT - On the Job Training

QVI - Quality Verification Inspection

SE - Supervisory Evaluation

21
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ABBREVIATIONS (Cont'd)

SOA - Separate Operating Agency

TAC - Tactical Air Command

TDV - Technical Data Violation

TE - Task Evaluation

TFW - Tactical Fighter Wing

TO - Technical Order

ZD - Zero Defects
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ICI AND ITS TR4INING/LEARNING STRATEGIES

The Inst-itute for Curriculum and Instruction (ICI) is a private con-

sulting organization which specializes in thinking/learning strategies and

correlated training/supervision strategies. During the past twenty years

it has trained thousands of instructors/supervis-rs in how to increase an

individual's or unit's skills and attitudes needed to achieve goals.

Until recently, ICI's work was primarily with educational institutions

of various kinds located throughout the country. Beginning in 1979, ICI has

focused much of its efforts on helping the military explore better ways to

train its personnel and to implement more unit-effective training. A success-

ful pilot project was completed with the U.S. Army Supply School at Fort

Jackson, S.C. in 1979. In 1981, three prototype projects were completed.

One wzs with the Tactical Air Command/Logistics Management Center for the

training of F-4 crew chiefs. A second dealt with the training of NCO in-

structors in the use of ICI Learning Strategies for students in the 94B MOS

at Ft. Lee. ICI's major effort was an Integrated Training Prototype (ITP)

with the TRADOC/4th CST Brigade, Ft. Jackson. The ITP demonstrated that it

is possible for new soldiers to develop and integrate soldiering skills

with MD5 skills and confirm that they are mission-ready upon completion of

their a.vanced initial training (AIT). (A video tape which documents this

training is available through the 4th CST Brigade.)

The Institute's unique contribution to the field of training and

education is its Think'ng/Learning Strategies. It is one of the few organ-

izations that provides instructors and supervisors with specific, proven

techniques w:hich confirm that learners are using the appropriate thinking

processes throughout a training situation. This "learning focus" better

insures that instruction or supervision produces individuals who can sustain

what they have learned and apply it to achieving the missions they are

being trained for.

26
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ICI's curriculum design strategies consist of those ne:dud to:

1. produce a complete, accurate, justified analysis of the mission

and the related tasks

2. provide instructors aid supervisors with a sequential and cumulative

training program that describes the thinking/learning skills the

trainees must use to confirm they can assume the assigned responsi-

bilities involved in successfully completng designated missions.

The evidence from research and the field suggests that by incorporating

the ICI Strategies into a military training program, several significant

benefits can accrue:

I. the Strategies strengthen the role of the instructor by making him/her

better able to organize resources, pace instruction, rernediate learning

difficulties, and help trainees to integrate/apply %.,hat they are learning

on a cumulative basis.

2. the Strategies help trainees overcome the difficulties they experience

in learning new kno,,ledge/skills by guiding them in how to use their

minds to focus on mission outcomes, gather/retain needed information,

pr3:a ss such information into relevant concepts and skills, and trans-

fer their learning to consistent performance of their missions.

3. t--e Strategies build team..;ork and the ability to work with others in-

voived in fulfilling a mission by helping trainees learn how to plan,

execute, and critique in pairs and small groups.

4. the Strategies make it possible to confirm the needed outcomes of

training by focusing trainees and trainers not only on performing

required tasks but on ACHIEVING THE MISSION!

Additional information about ICI and its strategies is available through its

office in Coral Gables, Florida.
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MISSION-READY TRAINING --

A SUGGESTED MOVE FORWARD IN MILITARY TRAINING

by

LYLE M. EHRENBERG, DIRECTOR
INSTITUTE FOR CURPICIJLUM AND INSTRUCTION

CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA

This paper presents the overview oF an approach to m-ili-

tary training that would help individuals/units better

meet the demands placed on them by ever-present changes

in technology, resources, personnel, and policies.

This brief sketch outlines what Mission-Ready Training

%-.ould accomplish, how it builds upon the current system,

its basic elements, potential benefits, and how the idea

could be tested. The intent is to stimulate thought

about the purpose of military training and wihat all the

time, money, and effort devoted to it should produce.

0 Copyright, 1931, INSTITUTE FOR CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
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lt:TRODUC F I OJ

Ih.. c,;i cpt of MIission-Ready Trairnig is as.d on the pr._ I'e that, in

the military, any individu-l 's or unit's purpose is to achiewe ::s~5gnn:d

Fni Son S, not just perform, - tasks or jobs. (A mission is djfined as any

si tUat ion i ,hich a pcr- n or a unit mi st coord i ra te two or more tasks to

c re i e- needed results .) An individual and/or unit can be called MISS C,-

READY when they are both willing and ab!c to produce the desired end-r-.s:f1ts

of a mission under varying conditions.

To be mission-ready requires m, ,ore than technical knowledge and skill.

It requires a "sense of mission'', the ability to coordinate tasks, the

willingress to persevere under difficult circumstances, and the expertise

to adept effectively to unexpected and/or undesirable conditions.

Individuals and units '.who are trained to be mission-ready have developed

certain attitudes and thinking skills that make them different from those who

have been through "performance-oriented" job-skills training which is ofte

out of context of the mission. They look different, act differently, and

"appro_:h" their responsibi !ities differently, because they can think better

and have a rind-set that reflects a co:mitr-ent to quality. Such people or

units are as "technically" cof,-petent as ''job-trained" personnel tested on

specific knowledge and skills. Ho.,ever, because they have formed the attitudes

and useJ the thinking skills during their military training ("school" and OJT),

they dc-Donstrate a more complete understanding of their responsibilities and

ho-. what they do relates to broader missions.

'-en experienced cormmanders/unit leaders exa-mine the results of missi',-

ready "rdividuals and units, they find not only quality but also a minimum of

side effects that can lead to more serious problems than those the mission was

to soive. What they observe about the individual's/unit's mission efforts is

that tasks were done in ways which built or reinforced the intangibles that

foster and sustain excellence - pride, confidence, teanm,;ork, sense of missior,

and a "will do" attitude. Such quality in results/performance is generated

by kroledge/attitudes/skills that can be summed up in the follo.-ing "creed".

(D Copyright, 1981, INSTITUTE FOR CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
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I .. )Y 10 ACHIEVE M-fISSIONS ELCAUSE i AN- BOTH i1_. ;ltG AND A-LE TO 00:,1

A OK 0K VI iH 0-HERS IN WAYS FEAT CCNSIS -FEM LY PRoDUCE THE BEST POSSIBLE

-!SSIK 0 'TS FOR THE CRi>L r oOiS CESOURCES, ,0 POL ICIES I E;COU!MFER J

K,2. I AM MI _SS!ON-READY KCAUSE I HAVE THE A-TI FUDES, KNOWLEDGE, AU;D

SKILLS TO FULFILL MY RESPONSIBILITIES AS A SPECIALIST, AS A MEMBER OF A UNIT,

AND AS A HUM-\N BEING.

I HAVE ENOUCH RESPECT FOR MYSELF, MY UN IT, AND FOR MY COUNTRY SO THAT I

CONSISTENTLY TRY TO:

- maintain myself and my surroundings in ways which are

appropriate for the particular duty and the mission

- follow orders as promptly as possible after making sure

they are understood completely and accurately

- focus on my responsibility and not let distractions and

disagreeable circumstances prevent me from producing the

results that are needed to achieve the mission

- .,.ork with others in ways that help them and re get the

mission achieved properly

- persevere ", hen problems arise and stay "cool under fire"

until workable solutions are put into action

- te ever-mindful of the safety and welfare of my associates,

my superiors, my country, and myself

- seek and give help if/when it is needed to achieve the mission

- strive for excellence and not be satisfied with mediocre results

- demonstrate the behaviors the military associates with its

traditions and values

- abide by the regulations and policies established by my unit,

the military, and civilian authorities

) Copyright, 1931, INSTITUTE FOR CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
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2. Vt ;~r~orty Ici C.. , q ve tO train Inc o~ ,,r i rj, .o: in till IC

ToHi "

pl: u jSi 1- y yonr rat i; J:

3. l,,,t do v.,u see as the r13jor advantages of ICI strategies for:

Air For-ce instructors?

T i r S -. n 's.
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TCI-TF ~ ~ ~ I I JS~ I S1dF2 ~ EK: YXGf p F PI

________ F-4 Clr~l,1 C ;T2F' (Yrs ) ____

The io c.r-:n- ite;,!s are designend to find out your reactions I,, thve ICI Pro-totyp:e
Tra-inir" Project for crew chief- sponsoraci by AFLI'C and HQ T.",C. P1 c mse rosp:ond -1
eCiC it- L a-S Completely LInd ZIccuractely as you can.

1 . flo , u2dYou rete the: ICI instruLctor tra iing P-c-lra-m rol- ati ye to other, Ai r Force
triiwpograims YOU h,-,%e participated in? [,ate each oF the fol lo-iing cri t-ria

US~rl i rating scale bo.

I- r: Less 2 - Less 3 - Sa,7e 4 - rloro 5 - r-:;ch torc

Crganization and sequancing of uht as to b2 le-arned

r- ju n t o f t he: t ra ininr.g co nze nt' th atL wais d ir0c tlIy rc 1.v a n't to y ou-:r
respo~isibil1 it'ies

1 -extent to t.,ch you can and inF entoru- paI ;laiictia cfWhat
you,. have lcarne d

Amo,:unt of tra ininy ti7E? spent on issue-s tirt rlt toniteac trn g

The amouvnt of con)Fidence you developod fromi the training, that you can
produce better re-sults in performing your duties.

Coiaiunts abeout your training:
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ti' ,.r. tO . : i.: n ci .,;1tion6, hav. ,in ,-i 11 ,,rt uf eLtj,_:

, r::.:v'* ,, tr>,A; 252C.Or in- .r.d insr)ectijnr; "iChe control

c. ALA ch i:'2 j r . " "Q . .e. .S. x Skl.. or numbo.r )our

.r:3sk jSs wcet_ , again, very si,-ilar between test-. and control crew

chie s .E :g"iples ot a, .;.,, were nothing, paperwork and forms,

and classrorn training (vs flightline time).

Secti n D. General Survey Questionnaires

Fourteen of these surveys were comoleted by personnel assigned to

positions, generally supervisory, where daily observation of the

crew chiefs' training and performance could take place. The

overall caverage Willingness rating for question number one was

2.6; 2.7 for the test Avris and 2.4 for the control. The overall.

avaraqc rating for Ability was 2.4; 2.4 for the test AMUs and 2.3

for the contcol. At the 90 percent level of confidence, these

diEIerences were not significant. Question number two test AMU

respondents based their confidence in their crew chiefs on their

owqn expErience, quality assurance evaluations, knowledge and

e: erners of the cre.. chiefs an] daily observatiois of

pfonce. Control AMIU responses indicated a relative-' lack of

confidence due to lack of crew chief experience and personnel

taking short cuts because of a shortage of skilled technicians.

Q'ie-;tion nunher three test responses included getting MIs with

practical experience, more forms training and more hands on

flightline exposure. Control answers were somewhat similar

including more forms/781 series training, lubrication, heavy

maintenance and inspection. No one responded to question four.
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,n th-s,,1 .:acLt t - t t L -re with the L 3 ent 8-10 ho. ur; j j

'ind r ,. the ic ahil t.L m and imitat ins. s oition nuii< five

in c IiCto1 changes shouUI be made to TAC and ATC crew

chief tcaininq pr,-ograms including TzAC and A'iC getting together to

standardize training, putting a greater priority on training (to

obtain ecjuipxTent and aircraft), and training a person all the way

to a Eive-level.

Section C. Crew Chief Surveys

Thirty--four surveys were completed and returned: ten surveys

(five test and five control) from Homestead AFB and twenty-four

surveys (fifteen test and nine control) from Moody AFB. The

ovevali average rating foc the test (ICI trained) crew chiefs on

question number one was 3.2. For the control crew chiefs-, the

averaje rating was 2.9, and not significantly less at the 90

percent level of confidence. The overall average rating for

question nu, oer two test crew chiefs was 2.8 and 2.7 for control.

The di'ference in average ratings, again, was not significant

statis t ical'. There was, however, a statistically significant

diffe e-ne between the test and control FCs. The test group's

average rating was 2.77 and the control group's average rating

2.47, substantiating our conclusion that the younger

inexperienced crew chiefs clearly benefitted from their ICI-

taught classes. Control crew chiefs based their confidence on

their education, training, and flightline experience. Test crew

chiefs based their confidence on their "excellent" instruction,
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te , nc e, incop raIte the "tcatejj-es into PME-

cur .icl - L,-, training or tach school) ar-d tra in all mIs

iur rvu- ar- " .... ", ies Question nu;Tb-r eight aci

LecoL'.;.er;d c:an.]e'o t .AG anI ATC training proyraa:ns. Resrinses

lei, : use the ICT t ?t . i2s, incorporate FTD and CAIMT ("two

Pqogr7ns are a waste of manpower and resources"), and begin ICI

in t--*h training schools through Able Chief and FC.

Sectln 3. General Instructor Surveys

Seven of these surveys were completed; four at Homestead AF3 and

thi-ee a: Moody AFS. Although this particular survey was designed

for the non-ICI-trained instructors, two of the Homestead AFB

ICI--trained MIs completed it. The overall average rating for

question nu;nb-cr one was 4.6; 4.8 for the ICI-trained MIs and 4.5

for the others. This difference was not statistically

significant at the 90 percent level of confidence. Two MIs

indicated top priority should be given to providing formal

instructor training to all MIs while the other five picked the

High c-iegory on question two. Sample responses included

"h lrIf but not mandator" and "both myself and my students

could have benefitted from formal training, specifically

concerning confirmation of training results." The overall

average rating for question number three, Willingness, was 2.7;

2.6 for the ICI trained MIs and 2.7 for the others. Ability

averages were: overall, 2.5; ICI trained MIs, 2.6 and others

2.4. This difference, again, was not statistically significant

at the 90 percent level of confidence. The responses to question
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S-cL K A. IC! rain _d I ns tructor/roJect M n:-e r Survey

Y> ee of these; Survc5 ,>roe cU> 'd_ ; one at :,..tedd AF;3 and

o'Jhor t.:o L .... . _; 3. The oIr31 _ ay e: c-i: ating fo:

j in n '.-5 n n i -b, h m r ,s 4. . lues t o n n umber t,;u was answered

w i. iilar response s, all indicatinj top priority should be

given to training other instructor- in The ICI strategies.

Quastic n number three listed advantages of the strategies to both

instructors and students. Samole resionses included instructors

heinz able to coinfirm students' gaining knowledg3e and skills and

facil 4 tating thinking vs reacting. Student advantaqes included
learnn.g to s-lf-critique and plot one's owr progres, better

troubleshooting abilities with more accurate results and a higher

degjree oF self-confiden,:e. Question number four addressed the

d isadvant-ines. Comments such as getting the kinks out of a n ,w

sysre s, ~oeaking old habits, and confusinj terminol.ogy applied to

instruotors. One disadvantage for students was cited - too much

time was devoted to explaining the test program and ICT

stratesies vs actual instruction. The overall average rating for

question number five, Will ingne.;s was 2.7 and Ability 2.5.

Answe-:s ro question num'.ar six covered what the respondents were

basin, their confidence (or lack oi) on their answers to question

number five. Examples were FCs being more responsive and willing

to learn, DCCs being aporehensive about retraining, and students

not wanting to "rock the boat" doing things IA, TOs while holding

up production. Question number seven's recommendations/comments

concerning ICI's strategies varied; e.g., attend an ICI refresher
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SURVEV3

8 iLSC'Lls siici the results o th-, surveys, two coanment

" P. [. , t,; rev Jews the -I>rvcls were done in

o r.:o c to check fo- cuns;istency of content, potential bias,

t of terminology, etc. We felt the reviews were

ne-cessary in order to ensure valid survey results and to give

cr-edliity to any conclusions drawn from these results. Both

reviews, one done by the Chairman, Human Relations Dapartment,

New YDrk University and the other by the Air Force Leadership and

Management Development Center, indicated the surveys' content to

be consistent between the groups surveyed and the surveys'

results likely to be valid. Second, the graphs that appear in

Chapte2r 4 were put there only to show comparisons. Unless

indicated, the differences between the groups being compared were

not statistically significant at the 90 percent level of

confidence. Results were averaged, standard deviations

d ~ '-. rm i7ed, and estimations of the differences between the means

of the two populations calculated using standard statistical

fur ',ul s and tables to determine if the differences were

sionfic-,. at a 90 percent level of confidence,

Fza:-,r types of surveys were given at each base. Section A

will cover the ICI Trained Instructor/Project Manager Survey,

Section B the General Instructor Survey, Section C the Crew Chief

Survey, and Section D the general Survey Questionnaire. Copies

of each of these surveys are provided at the end of this

appendix. Graphic representation of selected survey results

appears in Chapter 4.
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2. 1. t~ainrj oI a s C cL , jro p of rntcr n.; p .r,;,;c. .,, .il I K

t ra i ri:d for t he Ea-:,, t, yp of rIi S l - (f;1d rt I I 1.r , ,, r: .1 s

a ircraft el-.tricic:;s , Ii Lrts I y c i a C 4). ih- i ,
in y old be dosignei 10 ,tart at t . reC.;t ior tat oa , :i~I fl,-K

in ppro. riate Stg 5 th-r-o jhi O JF in t ; i tr ii to c th2:y are. SiC :4.

3. The tra i n of a sa2ctd qrcoa wlTich reprr,>"'.nts a l1 care-r lvels in

a part iculIr IMOS, AFSC, Rat ing, etc. Tho design woulc1 be bised on the

broad mission the s eciaIity is nee ded for and would reflect the c I:;ula-

tive knowledge, skills, arid attitudes involved at each level of rmission-

readiness.

Through such prototype: it should be possible to examine both the

effcts on mission results and the major time, resource, and administrative

factors involved in designing and implementing mission-ready training in

the three training patterns currently used by the military--unit training,

"off-the-job" career training, and initial-entry to unit-assignment training.

In designing any of thesa prototypes, the essential first step .:ould

need to be selection of the missions and the analysis of each in terms of

desired end--results. Just as critical at the initial stage, however,

,'o'ild be creating the w:echanis.m '.hereby the NCO's and/or officers v.h -IO'no ld

conduct/supervise the training prototypes are provided the time to vork

with the strategies needed to produce and confirm the attitudes, kno.qledge,

and skills involved in mission-readiness.

Once these prerequisites are in place, the ensuing stages - designing/

organizing the four elements, conducting the training, and evaluating the

results - siould be able to he co-rip1yted in a relatively short period of

tir2 "crne to two year-) and at a cost w.hich would be substantially lo-er

than .h-t is currently being spent on training programs of similar magnitude

due to rmore efficient design/training oethodologies.

Mission-Ready Training is not a panacea nor is it intended to replace

that which is already producing desired results. It seems to be the logical

next step to move the military closer to what it says it needs and wants

frca training - Antelliqent, responsible people who can work together under

c,angqing conditions in waiys that consistently produce the best end-results

that resources and policies will allow.

(D Copyright, 1081, INSTITUTE FOR CURRICULUM AID IISTRUCTIONJ
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S,,;e of th,: potential a\vins would be offset by incruased co'ts, to

f' sto lish rxre "'wission-cont .Ed'" training ulviroM,,,ents particularly in
,ci,:)1 s/Lra ming centrs end/or in training for combit-suyort and c i

su:pport service missions.

Another value of fliss ion-Ready Training is that it circu.vents the

current controversites ovzr "'elf-p.ced' vs. "ock-,tep" r.-,des of training.

By focusing on desired mission results and the co.:;petencies, atticudes,

and thinking skills that individuals a-,-d units need in order to produce such

results consistently, the Mission-Ready training design brings together the

best of bo'h modes but adds ne4 strategies which help NCO's and/or officers

confirm that individuals and units:

I. have learned what has bo,!n "taught"

2. can sustain and transfer what has been learned

3. can aJapt intelligently to changing circumstances

4. demonstrate the pride, confidence, and coinitment required for mission

missioo-readiness

INITIAL STEPS

Evolving to a Iission-R,_ay Training system cannot and should not be

done rapidly. The desired results need to be demonstrated in selected

"microcosms" so the critical change factors have not only been identified

but a!so "worked through" in each of the typical environments in which

military training takes place. Proper prototyping is the key, and each

pilot should be done with two caveats in mind:

- prototypes must be done under "real" conditions, that is, no resources

or pe-5:snnel are involved v hich would not be readily available if the

"tesz" training wore implemented on a wide scale

- protc:ypes should not be "patchwork", that is, isolated courses or arbi-

trarily-selected job/task specialities should not be used, because all

aspects of a mission would not be included

A minijum of three initial prototypes should be considered:

I. The training of all personnel currently assigned to a unit which has

a major combat or combat-s;.-pport mission (battalion, maintenance

squadron, destroyer, field hospital unit, etc.).

( Copyright, 1931, INSTITUTE FOR CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
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An oft:n- r d o -n t H th:-t rii', ion-relrtt-d fa:il t ies, c ii,..:

c-tc. a c i L ;-r n)ot a v i , 1 r not ,2,id .,I durin. ''of- the-joh'' tth;.S . of

tr i ri ri. If r'f f of -,uCO C, l_,r rceS '-.':re :ro-e ve. if to Sc JI') r .

,ii i c,.t;r s), ir. ivic.ul, aud/or wI ts could bWc : Imi y;io .- ,Ay

fluji e rc Luitl y th.r-:,- h-,:re, sing th ir initia IToductivity on th2: jo

a .l dj cv .,i. g trh t if. C' -d h other cost'; i;vol,':d n OJi.

no ,y tha t ,uch ri ,s ion-related rcsou rces are not needed duri ng

'o, - ,h-job" trorining stages are implvin that the critical attituY.s of

pr~.e, confircnce tca:..oyk, "snse of rmission", etc. will develop otc or

c-oite.\t. There is no evideLnce to support this hypothsis nor the one that

sup._;is's that such attitu- cs can b, dcvelo;)d later during more realistic

OJT or unit training.

POTENTIAL BEIEFITS

Designing the training system around these four basic elements should

produz2 substantial savings for the military. These Would result fro-1:

I. lo'..er rates of attrition due to acado:iic failure, lack of morale, etc.

2. rdedce, expenditures for unessential training aids and technology

ctrrently being used to substitute for inaJequa~e training design and

Counpetence

:3. reduced rumbers of people taking "courses" which do not result in

ir.creased mission-readiness
. r'e~~uced numbers of people needed to design, manage, and evaluate train-

irj since the process ;s less complicated and "atr-oized"

re._ed waste, da,°age, or loss of materiel because of increased compe-

terrcy, stronger supervision, and a greater sense of responsibility for

mission results

6. r.-re efficient NCO's/officers because of increased ability to separate

productive from unproductive training activities and to capitalize on

opportunities for follo..;-on learning dui-ing or after mission performance.

(D Copyright, 1981, INSTITUTE FOR CURRICULUMf AND INSTRUCTION
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v :; D if fr ence fln S 2p
9 ~i. eru~~re-rwt.cd Trairiir' n ryc~ Ljin-, --ji th a j!1,;r

dii~:i 1j4i ii i wthI d -t;;tr t Ud pcr 0r; 0~c 'f cat t ;I.

T. i siRf'cadly Tr-ain 11i c. proc>;s" inclt.2;- jci5/t:0 bn~yi ut

tJ i ns wi t~h -I) I n a~ayi 0 Gi red w!iS5 C,- rcSi'li ts aid c-zd~s wth con.-,ii caJ-d

thi :i~s nc.-n ani wil I b-e a ch'e- --J convsi [,?entLIy.

*The D i f ferencc i n Tra i no Mitooy

Pttrforrince-Oriented Training refth.odulogy rel ies h-eavi ly on Self-

irniS LructionaT materials, instructor "presen rations"', and instruction by A.

t tc Fh c,,3y . Training effectiveness is w:ca-sured by pcrformance on criterion-

reflerenc ed tcsts of individual or clustered tasks.

tMission-Re-ady Training ma'kes use of reference m-aterials, presentat ions,

and in structional technology but relies heavily on NCO's/officers who havt!

been trained in how to develop attitudes and how.- to help cach individual use

thinkin- stkills to form concepts, refine skills, and apply w.thas becen

h-ear f 0 J. Training effectiveness is rm-easured by comparing the results of

*real or simulated missions and howq those results were produced with idertifioed

st.cndorcs for excellence.

THE BASIC ELPIEtJTS OF MI SS IOt-READ0Y TRAINING

* Pission-Ready Training basically requires only four ingredients, the-

*first three of which further distinguish it from perrforir!ance-oriented training:

1. a statement of clearly-defined, justified end results of the designated

mission

2. a training prograim that:

-provides a rmission-related training context

~veopsthe prerequisite knowledge and skills and the attitudes of

pride, confidence, team\J-ork, and co,-b-.itment by cumulative rotation of

theory and thcn practice in the mission-related context

-sequences the appropriate thinking/learning skillIs for conceptualizing,

skill development, and learning transfer

3.individuals arid/or units that are willing to make the effort to beco',e

r-ission-ready and instructors and/or supervisors who are skilled in strate-

* qies which produce and confirn the needed attitudes, kno-.ledge, and skills.

4. th-2 facilities anid equipm.ent or weapons (real or simulated) that are dire-ctly

involv,*l in achieving the mission. (All other training aids/resources are

"nice" but not needed.)
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In e,.sj:ce, r~i;,,ion- .. :y Train ing foLIl,:.". un ''!,.re th ruh',r

, . t:. r.:J. ... a unit's iiissiori -- and lc'-s th.t ri;siu , drive- th.

tr-;iJi :. L, ,_pruvi,!,s tIl driving ;..,,2r are the irlJiviudIS' aLtitL l-

I thni-k-tn 11, n .. d to per forn -i,-d cno--'i r,3te the t isso!;1-r ;(.-l '-d

te ;. , tn (initala a:c d, n-,.

1, " i r -;'.,2 ,o it-J v 'it Si v:a'ys 'in context" of aChieving a mis;ioi.

ThiS co:1tinuir .j Lunte. C .es it easier for thcm to sustain and to integrate

r. I I rnifIj on ct7u1 t i ve basis.

The key to Mission-Ready Training is the NCO's/officers who are

* ep.nsible for training (regardless of %.here or when). They must be able

to 1) set the tone by modeling mission-ready attitudes/porfornance, and

ui2) t-e teaching/supervision/leadership strategies that produce and sustain

thinking skills, mission-ready attitudes, technical knowledge/skills, and

most i,7?ortant, transfer of learning to consistent mission perfornance.

DIFFERENCES FROM CURRENT TRAItING

The major differences between Mission-Ready Training and the military's
current Performance-Oriented Training are focus, emphasis, scone and trai ifnq

mrthoJology. These differences result from what is cIdded to razher th.n '

is changed in the current system.

The D.ifference in Focus

?erfornance-Oriented Training both in schools and units concentrates

on learning specific, job-related tasks.

Mission-Ready Training both in schools and units includes specific task

learni:'.Z but focuses on learning ho.- to perform tasks in the context of

achie,.'in; a mission.

The Difference in Emphasis

Performance-Oriented Trraining enmphasizes achieving objectives which

require people to perform job tasks according to specified criteria.

Mission-Ready Training includes criterion-referenced performance but

e;:,phasizes achieving end-results which require people to integrate/apply

a clear concept of the mission, the coordinated tasks, and the mission-

related attitudes.

© .' Copyright, 1981, INSTITUTE FOR CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
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I IV..VE Ti: U~VEO fHCH I~~5 I PC,I BLE FOP. -E10:

- Sttll" thf: CUt wt I 12 a T$Ur~( l' h C.Ch fic- i to, '

o,~i[a 2 pr~ 't b* o2C)f LF' i t t o tK 112 ion , t o i

Ur unt to t hc i i tar y an d t o ryis elIf a d o0) _-r s

- sc r i ')c t h c d ''s i r c" resulI ts I reed to produce frmeach

as i ,ie d task and hc.-; those resul ts relate to imy total

re-sponsibilIit ies, to the responsibilIities of othc-rs, and

to the dc-si red end-reCsul ts of rizi ssions of w tc h I zim a p ar t

-speci fy the act ions I and/or others I work ..i th w.ill take

to pi oduce the d-s ired rersul ts , in what order, by whom,

whrwnen, and wi th what resources

I AM C.:'WDENT IN MY ABILITY TO PRODUCE RESULTS BECAUSE I HAVE THE

fa I N ELL IGENCE AND SKI LLS TO:

- prepare properly for each task

- perform each task withn the given t in-z 1 its

- sequienrce my work and coordin-ate what I do with the tasks

of others

-adapt my performance quickly and effectively to changing

cond i tions

- mnitor my progress and ma-ke needed corrections without

iOs Ir~c a ht i o oi rg welle

-learn more so I can continue to improve or be2 ready to

asum-e added responsibilities I may seek or be given

®Copyrikht, 1981, INSTITUTE FOR CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
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4. UThat. do you think: methnjo r disadaraEaes of ICl stra~tegies for:

Air Forc2 InstruIctor-S?

Their Students?
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5. Use the ratinfl scale belowj to indicate ho confident you are in your tyrictl
train-e' s willingness ( I) and ability (A) to p2cforii each of the F0110'.1

-e-'o sibil ities:

I-io I - Very little 2 S So:-, 2---A ri ce ,t

ConFidnce ___ Confidence Confidence of Confidcn-.

VI A

Do a complete, accurate pre-flight insp2ction on time.

Do- a complete, accurate pre-flight servicing on time.

Launch an F-4 properly, on time, and in difficult weather conditions.

Recover an F-4 properly and on time for thru flight,

Recover an F-4 properly and on time after last flight of day.

Properly correct flightline and HPO discrepancies the crew chief is
responsible for and in th2 time scheduled.

_ lake sure all flightline and HPO maintenance done by others has been
properly accomplished in the tine alloted.

Properly document all maintenance.

Maintain all required forms properly.

Take necessary actions to obtain needed parts, tools and equipmenz.

Troubleshoot discrepancies the crew chief is responsible for.

Work productively with the expeditor, other crew chiefs, and
supervisors.

Supervise the work of others assigned to his/her crei.

Get needed information from the aircrew and those who help maintain
his/her aircraft.

Ask the right questions to find out more about ho:, the F-4 wiork s
and why.

447
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*6. Uvit ar2 you bas ng Your con'i dence (or Ilack of it) on? (Reference Ite.-i 5)

7. -What recaimendations or comments do you have concerning the use of the ICI
Stra teszi s?

-8. Ehat changes, if any, would you like to see made in the TAC and ATC programs for
training crew chiefs?
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INSTRCTOR SURVEY

___ _.__,__ INSTRUCTOR EXPERIElCE:

U,% T: F-4 CREtI CHIEF (Yrs):

BASE:

The follovwing items are designed to find out your reactions to any instructor

training W.ich you may have received. Please respond to each item as completely
and accurately as you can.

1. hot ,,;uld you rate your instructor training program relative to other training
programs you have participated in? Rate each of the following criteria using tha
rating scale below.

I - M.uch Less 3 - Same 5 - Much more

2 - Less 4 - More 6 - N/A (didn' receive instructor trng)

Organization and sequencing of what was to be learned

Amount of the training content that was directly relevant to your
responsibil ities

The extent to vhich you can and intend to make practical applications
of what you have learned

_ ,_ount of training time spent on issues that relate to maintenance
training

The amount of confidence you developed from the training that you can
produce better results in performing your duties

Comments about your training:

4
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2. What priority rating ,ould you give to providing formal instructor traininn
to all maintenance instructors?

TOP H I GH ME D I UM _ L O1,4, B OT TOM1

Please justify your rating:

3. Use the rating scale below to indicate how confident you are in your typical
trainee's willingness (U) and ability (A) to perform each of the following
responsibilities:

0 - No 1 - Very little 2 - Some 3 - A great deal

Confidence Confidence Confidence of ConFidence

W A

Do a complete, accurate pre-flight inspection on time.

Do a complete, accurate pre-flight servicing on time.

Launch an F-4 properly, on time, and in difficult weather conditions.

Recover an F-4 properly and on time for thru flight.

Recover an F-4 properly and on time after last flight of day.

Properly correct flightline and HPO discrepancies the-crew chief is
responsible for and in the time scheduled.

Make sure all flightline and HPO maintenance done by others has been
properly accomplished in the time alloted.

Properly document all maintenance.

Maintain all required forms properly.
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Take necessary actions to obtain needed parts, tools and
equipmant,

Troubleshoot discrepancies the crewJ chief is responsible for.

Work productively with the expeditor, other crewi chiefs, and
supervisors,

Supervise the wzork of others assigned to his/her crew,

.-Get needed information from the aircrew and those who help
maintain his/her aircraft.
Ask the right questions to find out more about how the F-4 torks

and why.

4. What are you basing your confidence (of lack of) on? (Reference Item 3)

5. What changes, if any, would you like to see made in the TAC and ATC programs
for training crew chiefs?

5
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CREUl CHIE SUR,

NAME: _____ _____________ ____DEDICAITED CREW CHIEF ______

__________________ FIGHTER CHIEF _____________

TR'AAI CT ?LETED (DA,'TE):______

The follc,-;,ng items are desig-ed to find out your reactions to the 4.rainiog prog-am,.
Iyou have Just coinleted. Ple'a'e respond to each item as completely and accur3L'ely

as you can.

*1. YOUR TRAINING. PROGRAM (CAIT):
Use the rating scale beloa,. to rate each of the folloviing state~nents about YOU".
training.

0 - Did not happen 1 - Seldeom happened 2 -Sao.etimes oie

3 - Often happcnad 4 - Al-ways happened ________

___My instructor was .llprepared

____My instructor demnstrated ,,,hat I .-as to learn

My instructor made me do things over until I did them right

My instructor not only told me wht I needed to corr2c Lu aesr
that s omaone sho'w-ed me how

____ Myinsructor told rme. why it was important for me to learn each thing

I had to learn

____My instructor made me explain my ideas

____My instructor taught me what questions to ask to find out %-.hat I want
to know., when working on the flightline

* My instructor taught mie to troubleshoot discrepancies

I was encouraged to share ideas with my fellow.- trainees

____I was treated with respect by mry instructor

-4 52



Tirm xzws aeted doin,. nothing or doing thinqs that did not help r.-
to I earn

The TOs arid other -terials viere difficult for me to understand

Use th space below to add coe,,mnts or suggestions about any aspect of your
training program:

2. YOUR COX'IrDENCE IN MAINTAINING AN F-4:
Use the rating scale below to indicate how confident you are in perfoming
each of the following crew chief responsibilities:

0 - Can't do it . N - ot sure I can do it
2 - Could probably do it satisfactorily 3 - Sure I can do it well

Co a complete, accurate pre-flight inspection on time

Do a complete, accurate pre-flight servicing on time

Launch an F-4 properly, on time, and in difficult weather conditions

,Recover an F-4 properly and on time for thru flight

Recover an F-4 properly and on time after fast flight of day

Properly correct flightline and HPO discrepancies the crew chief is
responsible for and in the time scheduled

Make sure all flightline and HPO maintenance done by others has been
done properly and in the time scheduled

Properly document all maintenance

Maintain all the required forms properly
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Do vihat has to be dcone to obtain needed parts, tools, and equipment

Troubleshoot discrepancies the crew chicf is responsible for

,ork, productively with the expediter, my supervisors, and other cre;,
chiefs

Supervise the work of others assigned to my cre-.i

Get needed information from the aircrew and those who help maintain my F-4

Ask the right questions to find out more about how the F-4 works, and w,hy

Use :._ space below to explain why you feel confident or not so confident:

3.- WPhat wuld you have liked to spend more time on in your training, and .;hy?

4. 1;iat eo you think you could have spent less time on? W.hy?
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SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

__A___-I_, ,. ,K:YRS EXPERIENCE ON; F-4

_ _ _ _ __,_:_AFSC

BASE:

POSITION:

The purpose of this survey is to obtain your reaction of the training and perforeance
of __who is assigned to your unit. Please
respond to eacn item as completely and accurately as you can.

1. Use the rating scale below to indicate how confident you are of
ability (A) and willingness (W) to perfor,.- each of

the folio,4ing responsibilities:

U - i4o conndence I - Very Little Z - Some 3 - A great deal

Confidence Confidence qf ConFidnr

A 1!

Do a complete, accurate preflight inspection on time.

Do a complete, accurate prefliqht servicing on time,

Launch an F-4 properly, on time, and in difficult weather conditions.

Recover an F-4 properly and on time for thru flight.

Recover an F-4 properly and on time after last flight of day.

Properly correct flightline and HPO discrepancies the crew chief is
responsible for and in time scheduled.

Make sure all flightline and HPO maintenance done by others has been
done properly and in the time scheduled.

Properly document all maintenance.

Maintain all required forms properly.

Take required actions to obtain needed parts, tools, and equipment.

Troubleshoot discrepancies the crew chief is responsible for.
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,Iurk proutctivaly with the expoditor, other cre.w chiefs, and

supervi sors.

Suprvise efFectively the work of othars assigned to his/her crew.

Cet needed information from the Aircrew and those who help maintain
his/her F-4.

Ask .the right questions to firnd out more about how. the F-4 works
and ly.

2. h!at are you basing your confidence (or lack of it) on?

56
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3. u?~n cihanniws, if a ny, viou]i you i !,, to seo in~d U.CPM a rid tral i g
of cr,-.:. chiefs?

4. arnl'. Othel C022elt you old like abouL this incdividuai 's provi
and tra in inrg bel o,-i
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APPENDIX E

CONFIRMATION TASKS

ANALYSIS
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ni C 2 f w 2 ),I

(j ~ nj e.ore Wj not -,Latis ticall1y s ignificant at the

9') m le of conf idlence. Results were averagied, standard

(-evi a:'on -n aices det-rminerl, and estirations of the

cimmsbetwe-n the: !tieansl of the two populations calculated

ulsin.' Standard statistical formulas ad tables to determine if

ithe- d- Lf =rences were siqnificanit at a 90 percent level of

COn f id C.
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F TN.' I. T ii

i~ to f I F fi I his cr._ir./i rco ; Ii cy t'.iI i.You the 2 -

tu tyZc09lyy~rk~~r1 01>o thiS re-sr:.sibi i ty. This Cc-7dlUX t-cIs? W; I

~:o p 7221 it po bibla f 0r y C)u to 3 la an - p r fa r;-fI oF -th - s e -Dir ate t ask s

Sue he aircrafct i s re-ady For lou, ching for its ne/t flliht ol' thza div.

Aatha nve comji.Deted this Concirm-ition Tas-k, youi will be z_;ked to rate and

1 1' result You pr~o',2) the actions you took., anid 3)your-Ot uo

to ~liligthis responsibility. Others -will also be. ra!t.ing you oil thas-E

tn r E,--2 Ls 5 . They willI use the saan_ questions and rating scales as you do-

This ss-r-twill clearly indicate how well you m~et the Standards fc~r

Eort:!ltmrce in ful Fil Iing this responsibi Iity.

D!.aTQ FCO? TH_ TASK

i. You wH be as, ",eq an F-4 aircraKz in L"e J that o b- recov. r

~r Ssortie.. you wiL)b. told :nt toe F-t's next' mission is d t-22

tire it is to ba lauochead for i ts nExt fiih that day.

2. Rerto___________________at _____________

3. Brin :t you anythinj; You think You wilnezd th'.t veould not be avail-

abiz! or) th3 flight line.

4* Dt- -o a rc a ,si qn, zd tle ; i rcraft, do whtvrYou think is necu_-;sary

to r~o'rth ;arcrafit and havie it reaw y for i ts ne-1- .laU.nhi nc th'at day.

~. ~ ;r OU have corpleted your responsibility, report to fo r

CJ;NDlT:I?.S AND CONiSTPAINTS

1. Yea. _3rz to do the entire Confirma3tion T,,sk yourscelf exce2pt for z-ny psrt OF

'ou~ich requi res another person. If' or vwh-:! another person is rneded to

--: so-,tthing, that person will be available.

2. You-, are not to ask anyone for help in hri.4 to perform the Confirm-.tioi' TaskN.

You can refer to notes you MiSt Fmake in preparing for this Task.

3. heusaleqip~n, oossupplies, forr-s, and references tl at arc et4-J

will be available at the AMUJ
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DCC CONFIPM1AGiO' TXSv
Si'tA2 - LuN H I i r -T

D, I .. , I F :i A .) ODG V I L1

i, p'J; :>: oro- , avirt y/u C:o this ta is to a7s 'o'r wii1ingjness ai d

I t1_ to ful fill this cre- c T- rts onib lity. It ;ill qive yoi the

L, C.-IihL to apply your kn I.. 1-ezJ - of ths respo: sibi lity. This corpL.. task

;il also .ake it possible for you to plan and parforrm all of the separate tzsks

"r. to be done to produce a properly launched aircraft.

After yc'.! have co,,plezed this Confirmation Task, you wfill be as-ed to rare

a.2 jucz~ 1) the results you produced, 2) the actions you took, and 3) your

attitt:'-s toward fulfilling this responsibilit.y. Others will also be rating

you on t-:s- three issues. They will use the same questions and ratin, scales

as you do. This assessment will clearly indicate ho,-i weli you met the Standards

for Excellence in fulfilling this responsibility.

D j RECTI ON; FGOI THE TASK

1. You %lil be assigned an F-4 aircraft in the AMU th3t is to be launched.

You ,ifl ; be told what the F-4's mission is and the tirme it is schezbJ,!.e

to fly.

2. Repor to at

3. Brio, -. ith you anything you think you Will need that would not be avail-

able 0 . the f'ii gt line.

4, After you are assigned the aircraft, do whatever you think is ncessary

to e sure the aircraft is properly launched.

5. u ,have co,'p etd your responsibility, report to for

fur,"- --' instructions.

CC:;DTIo1"'S AND CONSTRAINTS

1. You are to do the entire Confirriation Ta;k yourself except for any part of

it ohich requires another person. If or when another person Is need-!d to

c'o so.ething, that person will be available.

2. Ycu are not to ask anyone for halp in ho,_ to perform the Co.firmation Task.

You can refer to notes you might make in preparing for this Task.

3. Tr-e usual equipment, tools, supplies, forms, and references that are need=d

will be available at the AMU.
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DCC C'! T-PATI- TSK.

t. 0i:S IDLITY ':. ,,oSPECT AID PRE F-L,  FO FL G.HT

I I [A f AI OVER'/I E'.

The pur::v .e fo, hcavinj you Uo this task is to c;ssess you r wi 1C 45

cc ii y co ful ill this c,- --l chief r,2sponsibility. It ",'il Si've you t;he

*o;)C)'.rtunty to apply your kowledge of this responsibility. This co:plex

task wIll also make it possibie for you to plan and perfor, all of the

j- - tasks which need to be done to produce a properly inspected and

fli,,ht-ready a ircract

After ",., have com.pleted this Confir.ation Task, you will be asked to rate

and ju . i) the result you produced, 2) the actions you took, and 3) your

attitL-'2s toward fulfiiling this responsibility. Others will also be ratinc

you on tnhese three issues. -They will use the same questions and rating

scale- as you do. This assessment will clearly indicate how wel I you ,.-et

the Stan.dards for Excellence in fulfilling this responsibility.

IR=,CTICO.S FOR THE TASK

I. You will be assigned an F-4 aircraft in the AMU that is to bu. prep:r:d

for a sortie. You will be told what the F-4's mission is and th time

it is to be prepared for flight.

2. Report to at

3. Prirg with you anything you think you will need that would not be avail-

able on the flight line.

4. After you are assigned the aircraft, do whatever you think is necessary

to ,t. aircraft ready for flight up to the point that you call th.2

cu.:ervisor For an eyceptional release.

5. ,:-]::y' have completed your responsibility, report to fo'r

further instructions.

0 CotDTIC;S AND CON'STPRI'TS

j. You Lire to do the entire Confirmation Task yourself except for any part

C: it which requires another person. If or when another person is needed

to do something, that person will be available.

2. Yo" are not to ask anyone for help in ho._ to perform the ConFirration Task.

You can refer to notes you might make in preparing for this Task.

3. The usual equipment, tools, supplies, forms, and references th3t are

needed will be available at the AMU.
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ills~;R ISf Cii 0;: CT;Ci
ii D 0

P i :pror.ec by a hr; It WIl V CL ?~ u;t to apyyz

J.-Vis~' s S~~ 1 in a Si t~insim lz.ar to c)2- .o;~;ill1 er ou;,itor iny *-or

AC -!r you have- co,-l et-ad this Conirnaio Tsvou'.i oak ort

au li 1) the results pr o,2) the proceedu-r2S YOU uIsoci to S-3 tha ra-5-I ts

p rou zi, and 3) your attitus4- toseards flfsillinglth Lres.o5nsibi IiLy. ,ir5

wifllac b-: ratin you on ths~treis . The!y wif IIUSe '-'r ~e qL--Stio1-S

and racin scales as you do. This assessnenz~t will cluariy indic-ate ho-.4%well

you net -,;a standards for excellence for a Dcc who fulfilis this rtespar-S tbiilty.

DIRE;-CTIC0.S THE TASK

1. you- w, i bc assign-ad. an F-L aircralft in the frIJ Yo-) will bt- told. whait

the r-a nto nanze rEspoas- 1 ty i s aii the ti f: by %,,;-l c it Isobec-

* 2. R ozzt to a_________________ _ at __________

A. -Ft2r you obta i n thea i n rmat Ion aso-ut th! -. i7ss io- and preparation tlrne ,

do ,.eee you think i ncessary to insure th.3t other~rs doc e-verytlhing Zh-2y

so norrmall1y doi so yo--u can docu .a h -t t' -j your -a intenance resporsibi Ii ty

ha :e ul FiIle,, ;is -l 3 j, yo u t hinki should e

o, ~Tc-yu have complet-ed tn2 Conflr.73tion Task, r2pzorc to

for f,-:,-ter instructions.

C C: ~D I-iZS AND OcNSTRAINIS

* . cuare to do all of' tht supervision yourselF although otrs m-ay bE per-

1 ori-; in r the maintenance. task's.

*2., You wHi be given timne to prepare for the sup3Ervision you will provida.

*3. YouJ may use any resource (material or parson) to assist you in your pre-

pa ra zion.

4. An ob)server will aCCOm.P3nY YOU th.roUGhou-t the Confi rmation Tas' and r-ay

tae ecr prt f your supervision in Order to have accurate i nr-a t ion

*for your and 0o0-e'rS eneSrCt of your p::r for.na n ce

* 61



Confirmation Task Analysis

[___ R sults jProcedure s Attitudes

..ruo " '- x

Dedicated

Crew Chiefs 3.80 .12 .34 3.80 .20 .45 3.82 .13 .36

- Control 3.77 .12 .35 3.82 .11 .34 3.83 .11 .33

-Test 3.82 .11 .34 3.78 .30 .54 3.81 .15 .39

Fighter Chiefs 3.84 .07 .26 3.76 .18 .43 3.84 .10 .31

- Conmrol 3.81 .08 .28 3.69 .19 .44 3.77 .15 .39

- Test 3.87 .05 .23 3.81 .16 .40 3.90 .03 .18

Contrc! Crew Chiefs 3.79 .10 .31 3.76 .16 .39 3.80 .13 -. 36

Test Crew Chiefs 3.85 .08 .28 3.77 .30 .55 3.86 .10 .31

Moody AFB ______

Dedicated - Control 3.51 .19 .44 3.73 .18 .42 3.80 .15 .38

Dedicated - Test 3.64 .20 .45 3.74 .15 .39 3.79 .17 .41.

Fighter - Control 3.51 .13 .35 3.46 .21 .46 3.59 .28 .53

Fiahter - Test 3.54 .15 .39 3.60 .60 .77 3.83 .05 .23

II

Home3tead AFB

Dedicated - Control 3.91 .03 .17 3.89 .07 .26 3.85 .09 .29' I
Dedicated - Test 3.95 .02 .1.4 3.90 .05 .23 3.83 .15 .38

Fighter - Control 3.90 .03 .17 3.80 .16 .40 3.85 .08 .29

Fighter - Test 3.92 .02 .14 3.86 .06 .24 3.92 .01 .17
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DCC COFiR 1ATIN: TASK.C, N, REOEur-H -I FE TTS L'

RESPONISIBILITY i .  ,R , FLIGHT OF TH Y

I;;T,ODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

Th- purpose for having you do thL; task is to ass-s your and

abil ity to fulfill this crcew chief responsibility. It wili give you the

opportui ty to apply your knowledge of this responsibility. This complex ta;k

v)11 aso make it possible for you to plan and perfor,. all of the separate

tasks y-.:iich ned to be done to properly recover the aircraft after its last

flight of the day.

After you have completed this Confirmation Task, you will be asked to rate

and ju.dge 1) the result you produced, 2) the actions you took, and 3) your

attitudes toward fulfilling this responsibility. Others will also be rating

you on these three issues. They will use the same questions and rati.nq

scales as you do. This assessment will clearly indicate how well you ret

the Standards for Excellence in fulfilling this responsibility.

Di RECTi!L"'S FOR THE TASK

1. You will be assign-ed an F-4 afrcrFC in th A,'I that is to b2 reco'vered

frc- its last flight that day. You will be told what time the F-4 is

sche-uled to fly the next day.

2. Report to at

- Bring with you anything you think you .ill need that %.:ould not ba avail-

able on the flight line.

4. After you are assigned the aircraft, do whatever you think is necessary

to recover the aircraft after its last flight of the day.

5. .'h4>n you have completed your responsibility, report to for

further instructions.

CONDiTiONS AND CONSTRAINTS

I. You are to do the entire Confirmation Task yourself except for any part

of ic which requires another perscn. If or when another person is needed

to do something, that person will be available.

4 2. You are not to ask anyone for help in ho.._ to perform the Confirmation Task.

You can refer to note5 you might make in preparing for this Task.

3. The usual equipment, tools, supplies, forms, and references that are

needed will be available at the AXU.

4
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-JU T- NITO -Dr"C ,O'1-- TT I TAS,,

*)' S i PT LITY - 7'c;.. -G2!J TP:cT FLIGHTi-1 L i ; : T, c,,,P, c

ON ASSIGNi'ED F-L

_1 , .1 , E, 2 ,,1lE W

The u.r::,:; for h:.ving ,oi d t tsk is to - . y ;r wil i n...sn and

.1,] i '/ to fulfill this cr.-; chief respan btty. L '.11 give you. thb

ty to appiy your .ro;:edga of this responsjbilt-.. Th is complex tsk

,ii II -,.1so m.,a.e it possible for you to plan and' parforc, ccrtain t;'sks which

rty nzc:_2 to be done to insure the F-4 is properly raintained while on the

fl sh ine.-

After ',-Du have completed this Confirmation Task, you .iIl ba asked to rate

and ju.-:e 1) the result you produced, 2) the actions you took, and 3) our

et~it'd tc 'ard fulfilling this responsibility. Others will also be razing
you on t.hese three issues. They will use the same questions and rating

scales as you do. This assess,.ment .;iII clearly indicate how wel you met

th Stanfards for ExcelIence in fuifilling this responsibility.

D1RECT T:3S FOR THE TASK.

S. You will be assigned an F-1i aircraft in the A.,U that has certain dis-

crea3ici es that need to be el iminated. You will be told whe.n the F-!

is scheduled to fly next.
2. to a t

3. Brin: with you anything you think you w;il need that would not be avail-

able on the flight line.

4. After you are assigned the aircraft, do whtevr you think is ncessary

to ei-, inate the discrepcncies and have the F-- re d y for pre.light

inz:-ection and servicin;.

5. %-'en you have co1PieCed your responsibility, report to for

fur:her instructions.

CO,,ITiC S AID CONiSTPLAINTS

I. You are to do the entire Confirmation Task yourself except for any part

of it which requires another person. If or when another person s

needed to do something, that person will be available.

2. You are not to ask anyone for hzlp in how to perorm the Confir mation

Task. You can 'refer to notes you riight make in preparing for this Task.

3. The usual equipment, tools, supplies, form.s, and ref.rences that are

needed will be avalable at the t-M'4U.
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DCC CONFiR1 ATIO'N TASK
RESPONXSIBILITY F,6 - AssIST, VNONITOR, AND

CO;NFIRM HPO A N' C .ACE
I I-1'TODUCT ION AN;D OV/ERV IE ,

Thz; purpose for having you do this task is to assess your wiilingness and

ability to fulfill this crew chief responsibility. It will give you the

opportui;ty to apply your knowledge of tiis responsibility. This complex

task wi also make it possible for you to plan and perform certain tasks

which are done-at the dock to insure your F-4 will operate effectively.

Afcer you have completed this ConFirmation Task, you will be asked to rate

anid judca 1) the result you produced, 2) the actions you took, and 3) your

atritudes toward fulfilling this responsibility. Others will also be rating

you on these three issues. They will use the same questions and rating scales

as you do. This assessment will clearly indicate how well you ret the"-

Standards for Excellence in fulfilling this responsibility.

DIRECTION3 FOR THE TASK

I. This task .ill be done in two phases: a pre-dock meeting an_ the H.O

ma in tenance.

2. You will be assigned an F-4 aircraft in the AMU that is approaching a

periodic maintenance check. You will be given the F-4's for.ms and the.

time the pre-dock meeting will take place.

3. Report to at .

4. Brinc with you anything you think you will need for the pre-dock meating.

5. After the rneeting, you are to report back to theAVJ when the F-4 is

scheduled to go to the dock and then do whatever you think is necessary

to i,.sure that all the scheduled and unscheduled maintenance has been

.co,?Ieted properly.

6. Vhen you have completed your responsibility, report to for

further instructions.

CONiDiTIO NS AIND CONSTR,.AIITS

1. You are to do the entire Confirmation Task yourself except for any part of

it which requires another person. If or when another person is needed to

do something, that person will be available.

2. You are not to ask anyone for help in h'W to perform the Confirmation Task-

You can refer t6 notes you ight rake in preparing for this Task.
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REPEAT/RECURRING & DELAYED

DISCREPANCITES
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Repeat/Recurring Discrepancies

Homestead AFB Jan-May Mean Jun-Oct Mean

Control AMU 49/40 9.8/8.0 89/67 17.8/13.4 +8.0/+5.4

Test AMU 51/36 10.2/7.2 46/64 9.2/12.8 -1.0/+5.6

Moody AFB

Control AMU 7/19 1.4/3.8 19/6 3.8/1.2 +2.4/-2.6

Test AMU 21/9 4.2/1.8 16/3 3.2/1.6 -1.0/-0.2

Control AMUs 56/59 5.6/5.9 108/73 10.8/7.3 +5.2/+1.4

Test AMUs 72/45 7.2/4.5 62/72 6.2/7.2 -1.0/+2.7

Delayed Discrepancies

Homestead AFB Jan-May Mean Jul-Oct Mean

Control AMU 153(1) 38.2 277 55.4 +17.2

Test AMU 322(1) 80.5 372 74.4 -6.1

Moody AFB

Control AMU 238 47.6 183(2) 45.8 -1.8

Test AMU 169 33.8 143(2) 35.8 +2.0

Control AMUs 391 43.4 460 51.1 +7.7

Test AMUs 491 54.6 515 57.2 +2.6

(1) January data not provided

(2) July data not provided
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APPENDIX G

QUALITY ASSURANCE EVALUATIONS
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Oual itv Assurancce Ev:4Iuation3

Homeste ed AFB ___ _ oody AFB

Control Test_ Con t ro I Test
Tve - C

Evaluation DCC PC DCC FC PCC FC DCC PC

_______ 54 4 C 63 22 19 24 14

TE

ZD 1 3 2 16 17 16 14

Pass 1 1 4 10 4

Fail 1 2 2

QVI

Exc 4

Sat 3 2 1

Unsat 11 14 1 1

CS,

ZD 3 3

Unsat 1 __ ___

CMI _ _ _ _ ____L- _ _ ___ __ _

ZD 1

Unsat 1

C A

ZD

Sat 1

SE

ZD

Pass 11

DSV 3 1 1

TDV 1 2
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AIRCRAFT STATUS DATA
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